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ABSTRACT Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) were identified and characterized in three avian genomes to gain insight into early
retroviral evolution. Using the computer program RetroTector to detect relatively intact ERVs, we identified 500 ERVs in the
chicken genome, 150 in the turkey genome, and 1,200 in the zebra finch genome. Previous studies suggested that endogenous
alpharetroviruses were present in chicken genomes. In this analysis, a small number of alpharetroviruses were seen in the
chicken and turkey genomes; however, these were greatly outnumbered by beta-like, gamma-like, and alphabeta proviruses.
While the avian ERVs belonged to the same major groups as mammalian ERVs, they were more heterogeneous. In particular, the
beta-like viruses revealed an evolutionary continuum with the gradual acquisition and loss of betaretroviral markers and a tran-
sition from beta to alphabeta and then to alpharetroviruses. Thus, it appears that birds may resemble a melting pot for early ERV
evolution. Many of the ERVs were integrated in clusters on chromosomes, often near centromeres. About 25% of the chicken
ERVs were in or near cellular transcription units; this is nearly random. The majority of these integrations were in the sense ori-
entation in introns. A higher-than-random number of integrations were >100 kb from the nearest gene. Deep-sequencing stud-
ies of chicken embryo fibroblasts revealed that about 20% of the 500 ERVs were transcribed and translated. A subset of these
were also transcribed in vivo in chickens, showing tissue-specific patterns of expression.

IMPORTANCE Studies of avian endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) have given us a glimpse of an earlier retroviral world. Three dif-
ferent classes of ERVs were observed with many features of mammalian retroviruses, as well as some important differences.
Many avian ERVs were transcribed and translated.
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Chromosomal integration, an essential part of the retroviral
lifestyle, generates endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) when

germ line cells are infected; this leads to their vertical transmission
(1, 2). Because of this intimate connection between host and virus,
a predominant evolutionary pattern is that the virus follows the
evolution of its host. Thus, the expected major avian retroviral
repertoire should be based on retroviral variants extant in verte-
brates �100 million years ago (3, 4). However, horizontal transfer
between highly divergent branches in the vertebrate tree can also
occur. Prime examples are the infection of birds by the reticulo-
endotheliosis virus (5) and the infection of marsupials (koalas) (6)
and primates (gibbons) (6, 7) by a murine leukemia virus. Thus,
avian retroviral evolution is expected to be a composite of vertical
and horizontal transmission.

Endogenous proviruses once contained the full set of regula-
tory elements present in exogenous viruses. However, over many
millions of years of evolution, most of these regulatory elements
have mutated and are thought to have little impact on current
gene expression or regulation (8). Random integration events cre-
ate genetic diversity and variance in gene expression that can im-
pact the reproductive fitness of an organism. For example, the

expression of salivary amylase in humans is controlled by a retro-
virus inserted upstream of the salivary amylase gene (9).

In the present work, we examined the evolution of avian ret-
roviruses on the basis of their fossil remnants in the three avian
genomes that have been completely sequenced: two galliform
birds, the chicken (Gallus gallus) (10) and the turkey (Meleagris
gallopavo) (11), and a passeriform bird, the zebra finch (Taeniopy-
gia guttata) (12). The chicken and turkey are separated by around
40 million years (13), while the zebra finch is separated from the
others by around 100 million years (13–15). The chicken and tur-
key, but not the zebra finch, were found to have a lower ERV
density than most vertebrates. Avian ERVs had features of the
three major exogenous retroviral classes: gammaretroviruses, be-
taretroviruses, and spuma-like retroviruses (16 –17). However,
most of the avian ERVs were distinct from those of other verte-
brates. We also saw ERVs with mixed genomes. Retroviral taxo-
nomic markers, developed for mammalian retroviruses, segre-
gated independently, suggesting steps of marker acquisition and
loss during retroviral evolution. The well-studied alpharetrovi-
ruses (ALVs) seem to have evolved from beta-like precursors late
during avian evolution. An alphabeta clade, intermediate between
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alpha and beta proviruses, included some earlier recognized en-
dogenous avian (EAV) proviruses (18).

We saw a random number of ERV integrations in chicken tran-
scription units but a greater-than-random number of integrations
�100 kb away from annotated genes. There were also clustered
integrations in the bird chromosomes; some of these were near the
centromeres. Interestingly, 20% of the endogenous proviruses
identified were transcribed and translated in chicken embryo fi-
broblasts (CEFs); a subset of these were also transcribed in vivo in
chickens.

RESULTS
Beta- and gamma-like ERVs are most common in all three avian
genomes. An analysis of the three sequenced avian genomes (10–
12) was initially carried out using the RetroTector (ReTe) pro-
gram (19) to detect relatively complete ERVs; the average size was
7 kb. The zebra finch genome contained the most proviruses
(1,221), followed by the chicken (492) and turkey (150) genomes
(Table 1). For comparison, the human genome is about three
times as large as that of these birds (3 billion versus 1 billion bp)
and has 3,167 proviruses detected by the same ReTe stringency
settings (20). Thus, zebra finch ERVs were comparable in number
to human ERVs when adjusted for genome size, while the chicken
and turkey genomes had 2 and 7 times fewer ERVs, respectively. In
addition to these proviral ERVs, there are many single long termi-
nal repeat (LTR) sequences. These were previously analyzed by
RepeatMasker, which found 30,000 LTRs in the chicken genome
and 78,000 in the zebra finch genome (12). In each case, the num-
ber of solo LTRs was about 60 times the number of nearly full-
length ERVs detected by ReTe.

ReTe provides a preliminary genus classification based on mo-
tif usage (19); this was used initially to classify the 1,863 avian
ERVs (Table 1). Since endogenous alpharetroviruses had previ-
ously been observed in chickens (21), we were not surprised that
31 alpha ERVs were detected in chickens (Table 1). However, we
saw many other genera, including 208 gamma-like and 161 beta-
like retroviruses, as well as 76 alphabeta intermediate ERVs and 3
spuma-like (class III) ERVs. Turkeys had a similar distribution of
ERV genera, although fewer total ERVs were observed. The zebra
finch genome also had predominantly beta-like (696) and
gamma-like (470) ERVs. No alpha ERVs were present, but there
were 9 alphabeta and 18 spuma-like ERVs (Table 1). None of the
avian genomes analyzed had detectable delta, epsilon, or lentivirus
ERVs.

To further analyze the relationships among these 1,863 avian
ERVs, we created a phylogenetic tree. The ERVs were first orga-
nized into clusters based on similarities in concatenated Gag, Pro,
and Pol proteins. This resulted in 480 clusters with 2 to 78 mem-
bers each. In addition, 558 ERVs were not sufficiently similar to
others to be clustered. A second reduction of the data set was

obtained by selecting all proviruses with ReTe scores of �1,000, in
addition to the best representative of each large cluster with 10 or
more members. In this way, 128 proviruses were selected, repre-
senting the most intact and most abundant avian ERVs. A phylo-
genetic tree was constructed from their aligned Pol amino acid
sequences, using the minimum-evolution (ME) algorithm (see
Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).

To illustrate the major features of this tree, it was manually
simplified to depict the major branches, together with reference
retroviruses (Fig. 1). The selected avian proviruses could be as-
cribed to ERV class I (gamma-like), class II (alpha- and beta-like),
or class III (distantly spuma-like). An intermediate group also was
seen, which we termed “alphabeta.” The rationale for this clade
was its sequence similarity intermediate between alpha and beta,
its intermediate motif usage recorded by ReTe (see Fig. S2 in the
supplemental material), its absence of dUTPase in Pro (an alpha-
like feature), and its use of the �1, �1 gag/pro and pro/pol frame-
shifts (a beta-like feature).

According to this tree (Fig. 1), the class III ERVs appear to be
the oldest (i.e., closest to the root), followed by the beta-like and
gamma-like ERVs. The alphabeta and alpha viruses appeared to be
the youngest. Approximate proviral ages can also be estimated
from the degree of pol intactness and the divergence of LTRs from

TABLE 1 Identification and initial classification of ERVs in three avian speciesa

Species

No. of ERVs initially classified by ReTe as follows:

� �� � � � � Lentivirus Spumavirus Other Total

Chicken 31 76 161 208 0 0 0 3 13 492
Turkey 8 4 71 61 0 0 0 0 6 150
Zebra finch 0 9 696 470 0 0 0 18 18 1,221
a �, alpharetrovirus; ��, alphabetaretrovirus; �, betaretrovirus; �, gammaretrovirus; �, deltaretrovirus; �, epsilonretrovirus.

FIG 1 Phylogenetic analysis of avian endogenous proviruses. Shown is a
simplified version of the ME tree in Fig. S1 in the supplemental material,
resulting from the alignment of selected avian and reference Pol sequences.
MLLV, mouse leukemia-like virus sequences (defined in reference 7). Clades
containing chicken (yellow box), zebra finch (red box), and turkey (blue box)
endogenous proviral chains are shown. MMTV, mouse mammary tumor vi-
rus; HML, human MMTV-like; MLV, murine leukemia virus; REV, reticu-
loendothelial virus.
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one another (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). This
analysis suggested an evolutionary continuum leading from be-
taretroviruses to alphabetaretroviruses to alpharetroviruses,
where the latter two steps occurred mainly in galliform birds.

Major branches of this tree were used to group the ERVs into
six Pol-based clades (Fig. 1) using a custom tree-directed grouping
algorithm (J. Blomberg, unpublished data). The clades were
named avibeta1a to -e (avibeta1 contains five subclades), avibeta2,
alphabeta, alpha, avian ERV III (aviervIII), and avigamma1. The
members of each clade had related pol sequences and other pro-
viral features, as shown in Table S1. The total of 1,863 proviruses
identified were next distributed into six clades and five subclades,
where possible, by BLAST analysis of proviral DNA, as well as Gag,
Pro, and Pol consensus amino acid sequences. The highest-
scoring representative of each clade was compared with each of
the 1,863 proviruses. Table S1 shows the number of ERVs in the
total set that could be mapped to one of these clades. The BLAST
score limits for inclusion in a clade varied according to the se-
quence compared (see Materials and Methods). The classification
was based mainly on proviral DNA similarity, but concatenated
Gag, Pro, and Pol sequences were also used and yielded very sim-
ilar results. Altogether, 46% of the 1,863 proviruses could be clas-
sified into one of the clades in this fashion (see Table S1).

We also searched in GenBank for previously published avian
ERVs (22–25). All 23 ERVs identified previously were represented
in minor clades within the 1,863 sequences (see Table S2 in the
supplemental material). In two cases (FET-1 and Chirv1), an
overlap with avigamma1 occurred. Otherwise, these clades did not
overlap the major clades identified in this paper (see Table S1).

The avian class I sequences included one clade, the avian
gamma clade (avigamma1), which was observed in all three avian
species but was most common in the zebra finch. The avigamma1
clade was quite homogeneous, and members commonly demon-
strated the typical gammaretrovirus 0, 0 frameshift strategy and a
gamma env gene containing the conserved immunosuppressive
domain in the transmembrane protein (26). All members also had
a GPY/F domain in integrase, which is common among gamma-
retroviruses. Their closest relatives were the gammaretrovirus-like
human ERV HERV-W, an opossum ERV, and the walleye dermal
sarcoma virus, an epsilonretrovirus.

In contrast, the avian class II ERVs were classified into four
major clades, alpha-like, alphabeta-like, avian beta-like 1 (avi-
beta1), and avibeta2. Further, the avibeta1 clade was divided into
five subclades (see Table S1 in the supplemental material) based
on sequence similarity, the host, and the presence or absence of
taxonomic markers. Four of these subclades contained zebra finch
ERVs, while avibeta1c was most common in chickens and turkeys.
Avibeta1e contained mainly chicken and zebra finch ERVs. The
five subclades illustrated that some of the beta taxonomic markers,
including Pol similarity and the presence of dUTPase in Pro and
two zinc fingers in the Gag nucleocapsid protein, were represented
in specific patterns in each of the subclades (see Table S1), while
the beta �1, �1 frameshift pattern was common to all. None of
the avian ERVs we identified had the mammalian betaretroviral
marker Gpatch in protease (data not shown), as previously ob-
served (27).

The avibeta2 clade was more homogeneous than avibeta1. It
lacked dUTPase in Pro, had two zinc fingers in Gag, and fre-
quently had the �1, �1 frameshift combination, although 0, �1
frameshifts also occurred. Its most closely related exogenous ret-

rovirus was the lymphoproliferative disease virus of turkeys,
which used a �1, �1 frameshift (data not shown). Even closer to
the origin of the betaretroviral branch was a Python molurus ret-
roviral sequence (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material), which
also used the �1, �1 strategy. This suggests that the frameshift
patterns of late offshoots from the beta branch were acquired late
in evolution. The primer-binding site of avibeta2 was frequently
complementary to the phenylalanine tRNA; in contrast, mamma-
lian betaretroviruses typically use a lysine tRNA primer for reverse
transcription.

Interestingly, the avibeta2 envelope proteins were very similar
to the envelopes of the avigamma1 clade. Thus, a recombination
event between beta and gamma ERVs appears to have occurred
during the evolution of the zebra finch. Several of the avibeta2
proviruses were also recombinants with EAV51-like (18, 28) al-
phabeta proviruses in the distal portion of Pol (data not shown).
Cross-clade recombinations were also detected in other clades,
including the alphabeta, avibeta1, and aviervIII clades, and usually
involved envelope (see Table S1 in the supplemental material).

Envelope genes were delineated by ReTe in only a few of the
128 selected proviruses, belonging to the avibeta1c, avibeta1e, av-
igamma1, and aviervIII clades. However, transmembrane se-
quences were detected in the avibeta2 clade. When the whole set of
1,863 proviruses was reclassified by BLASTing with the 10 consen-
sus viral protein sequences derived from the 128 selected provi-
ruses, more envelope sequences were detected in each of the 10
clades (see Table S1).

Alpha- and alphabeta-like retroviruses occurred only in the
two galliform birds (chicken and turkey). The likely immediate
predecessors of alpharetroviruses, the alphabeta clade, commonly
used the �1, �1 frameshift strategy, as did the betaretroviruses. In
contrast, 0, �1 is the strategy used by exogenous (8) and endoge-
nous (see Table S1) alpharetroviruses. The alpha clade included
two RAV-0-like viruses and five ALV-like viruses, with either an A
or an E envelope, as well as nine EAV-HP-like viruses. Two-thirds
of the alphabetaretroviruses were highly similar to the previously
described EAV ERVs, EAV0 and EAV51 (28) (see Fig. S4 in the
supplemental material). The EAV0 provirus sequence was 94%
identical to the alphabeta consensus sequence and also uses the
�1, �1 frameshift strategy (data not shown). This is of interest
because recombinants of exogenous ALVs with envelopes from
endogenous alphabeta proviruses have become important patho-
genic exogenous retroviruses (ALV subgroup J) (28, 29).

The avian class III sequences contained one clade, aviervIII
(Fig. 1), which clustered with the murine ERV class III virus
MERV-L and also had motifs similar to those of gamma- and
betaretroviruses. The aviervIII proviruses were most similar to
HERV-S and HERV-L Pol amino acid sequences and to human
spumaretrovirus DNA. The best fit among human Repbase LTR
repeats was with HERV18. A previously described turkey provi-
rus, birddawg (30), clustered with aviervIII.

When pro/pol portions of our avian retroviral clades were an-
alyzed together with 136 pro/pol sequences (900 to 1,000 bp) from
a wide variety of host species (27), nearly all of the avian retroviral
sequences clustered into two major groups, beta-like and gamma-
like (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). The beta-like vi-
ruses included alpha and alphabeta sequences. Thus, it seems that
the alphabeta, avibeta, and avigamma clades identified here are
also present in many other birds and reveal some major general
features of avian retroviruses.

Avian Endogenous Retroviruses
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To assist further work with the avian ERVs, a tree based on
consensus sequences and the most intact avian ERVs is provided
in Fig. S4 in the supplemental material. In addition, diagrams of
representative genomes for each clade are shown in Fig. S5 in the
supplemental material.

One-fourth of chicken ERVs are within or near cellular
genes. The 492 chicken endogenous proviruses identified were
individually mapped, using BLAT, to the galGal3.0 genome on the
University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser.
For all of the analyses, a transcription unit was defined as either a
RefSeq gene or an mRNA or microRNA transcribed from this
region. The distance of each provirus from the nearest transcrip-
tion unit was determined, and the data were catalogued in 10-kb
intervals (Fig. 2A, bars). Approximately 25% of these integrations
were either in transcription units or within 10 kb of each end,
including promoters and 3= regulatory sequences. These were
grouped together and called transcription units because of uncer-
tainties in the annotation of many gene endpoints.

To determine if this distribution had been subject to selective
pressure, we compared it to a simulation of 10,000,000 random
integrations. These simulated integrations were mapped onto the
genome and similarly tabulated and plotted with respect to dis-
tance from the nearest transcription unit (Fig. 2A, dotted line). As
indicated by the �2 analysis, the distribution of the endogenous

proviruses was nearly random, except for proviruses that were
integrated �100 kb away from the nearest transcription unit. Ac-
cording to our simulation of random integrations, 26% of all in-
tegrations should be greater than 100 kb away from transcription
units if there was no selection; however, 49% of the observed in-
tegrations were �100 kb away. This indicates selection against
integrations within 100 kb of transcription units. Surprisingly, the
number of integrations within transcription units was slightly
higher than random and integrations between 10 and 50 kb from
transcription units were slightly less frequent than random. This
may, in part, reflect the integration preferences of the different
ERVs; for example, exogenous gammaretroviruses, such as mu-
rine leukemia virus, prefer to integrate near transcriptional start
sites (31).

Next, we extended this analysis to the zebra finch genome.
ReTe identified a total of 1,200 proviruses in the zebra finch ge-
nome. These integrations were mapped onto the genome, and the
distance from the transcription units was catalogued as described
above. In contrast to the chicken integrations, only 16% of all
zebra finch integrations were found in transcription units (or
within 10 kb of either end), in comparison to 28% in the random
data set, which is a significant difference (P � 0.01 by �2 test)
(Fig. 2B). This indicated a strong selection against ERVs within
transcription units in the zebra finch genome. Further analysis
showed that 23% of the integrations in the zebra finch genome
were within 10 kb of either end of a transcription unit. Thus, the
total number of integrations either within or near genes was com-
parable for the chicken and the zebra finch. Since the zebra finch
was more recently sequenced and annotated, it is possible that the
ends of the genes are not as well defined as in the chicken, resulting
in an elevated number of integrations near but not in genes. Al-
ternatively, the zebra finch ERVs may have a preference for pro-
moters or 3= ends of genes, possibly reflecting the different types of
ERVs in the two birds. In contrast to the chicken, the zebra finch
integrations were somewhat below random at sites �100 kb away
from transcription units.

Endogenous proviruses in or near chicken genes are more
recent integrations. Since many of these ERVs have been sub-
jected to mutations during evolution, it is important to determine
how much these sequences have diverged. The more diverged a
sequence, the lower the possibility of retaining functional gene
regulatory elements. The age of a proviral integration can be ap-
proximated from LTR divergence, intactness of proviral open
reading frames (ORFs) (see Table S1 in the supplemental mate-
rial), and the presence of secondary integrations of other trans-
posable elements. We used LTR divergence to assess age in this
study, calculating the differences between the 5= and 3= LTRs of
each provirus as described previously (19). The calculation is de-
pendent on an exact delineation of LTRs, which ReTe cannot
achieve in all cases. Secondary transposon integrations create a
further uncertainty. Still, an LTR divergence of 0 to 10% suggests
a relatively recent origin of the integration. Around 50% of the
avian proviruses detected lacked two discernible LTRs and could
not be used for this analysis. These ERVs are probably much older
and more evolved, thereby precluding LTR comparison.

Almost 70% of the chicken proviruses with two LTRs showed
�90% LTR identity, indicating that they are relatively recent in-
tegrations (Fig. 3B). Next, we were interested in investigating the
age of proviruses integrated in and near transcription units. Inter-
estingly, 70% of the chicken proviruses with two LTRs that inte-

FIG 2 Distribution of endogenous proviruses with respect to transcription
units in the chicken (A) and zebra finch (B) genomes. The endogenous provi-
ruses were mapped with respect to distance from the nearest transcription (Tx)
unit and binned into 10-kb segments (bar). Ten million random integrations
were simulated and were binned on the basis of distance from the nearest gene
(dashed line). Differences that were statistically significant (P value of �0.05;
�2) are indicated by asterisks.
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grated within a transcription unit have relatively similar LTRs
(less than 20% divergent). In contrast, 60% of the more divergent
LTRs (greater than 30% divergent) are found farther away from
genes.

Next, we looked at the relative age of proviruses integrated
�100 kb away from chicken genes. These areas probably have very
little selective pressure to maintain LTR sequence. The ERVs with
more divergent LTRs were more prevalent �100 kb away from
genes. In addition, almost 50% of retroviral chains with less diver-
gent LTRs (less than 20%) are found in this region. Thus, the
younger proviruses appeared to be more common within genes
and the older proviruses were enriched �100 kb away from genes.

The distribution of these proviruses with respect to transcrip-
tion units was similar between genera (as defined in Table 1) and
random, with the exception of the alphabeta clade. Seventy-
eight percent of the alphabeta proviruses were �100 kb away from
chicken transcription units (Fig. 3A), which is significantly higher
than random (26%). This indicates a strong selection against al-
phabeta integrations in or close to transcription units.

Many chicken endogenous proviruses are found in promot-
ers and introns. We next characterized the distribution of provi-
ruses in the chicken within and around (�10 kb) transcription
units. Some of these integrations could alter gene expression by

inserting new promoter elements, as well as splicing, polyadenyl-
ation, or other regulatory elements. In addition, the insertions
could disrupt genes. We found that 62% of the proviruses within
or near a transcription unit in the chicken were in introns
(Fig. 4A); introns make up 42% of these transcription units. Sur-
prisingly, 77% of these intronic proviruses are in the same orien-
tation as the transcription unit (Fig. 4B), increasing the possibility
that they may provide regulatory sites.

Interestingly, 20% of the ERVs in or near transcription units
were in the promoter region (up to 10 kb upstream). Irrespective
of the orientation, both of the LTRs have regulatory elements that
can affect gene transcription. More than 60% of these proviruses
in the promoter regions are in the opposite orientation, raising the
possibility that the enhancer elements in the 5= LTR could regulate
gene transcription. In addition, a small number of proviruses ac-
tually flanked exons. This raises the interesting possibility that the
exon may have evolved from the provirus.

Around 15% of retroviral chains within or near transcription
units were within 10 kb of the annotated 3= end of the gene, which
in many cases does not include the 3= untranslated region (UTR).
Recently, it has become increasingly apparent that 3= UTRs play a
big role in gene regulation, since they are targeted by microRNAs
(miRNAs) and RNA binding proteins. The 3= UTRs of many tran-
scriptional units are not tightly defined; therefore, many of these
retroviral chains could provide alternative polyadenylation sites
and therefore influence gene expression.

FIG 3 Alphabeta ERVs are excluded from chicken transcription (Tx) units.
(A) All endogenous proviruses were classified on the basis of their genera (as in
Table 1) and their distances from the nearest transcription unit. (B) The age of
each provirus was approximated by calculating the sequence divergence be-
tween the two LTRs that flank the provirus (10% divergence denotes a range of
0 to 10%; 20% denotes 11 to 20%, etc.). The endogenous proviruses were
classified on the basis of distance from the nearest transcription unit and plot-
ted on the basis of LTR divergence. Older ERVs were more prevalent far away
from transcription units.

FIG 4 Distribution of chicken endogenous proviruses that could alter gene
expression. (A) The positions of all endogenous proviruses that were within a
transcription unit were further divided into promoters of transcription (less
than 10 kb upstream), introns, exons, and ends of transcription units (less than
10 kb downstream). (B) The orientation of all endogenous proviruses within a
transcription unit was calculated with respect to their position in a transcrip-
tion unit.
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Many ERVs are clustered on chromosomes. During our anal-
ysis of endogenous provirus integrations, we noticed that there
were some chicken chromosomal loci with a high concentration
of integrations. We decided to map the integrations onto the cor-
responding chromosomes to identify regions enriched for inte-
grations. We split each chromosome into million-base fragments
and mapped the integrations back onto the chromosome. A ran-
dom distribution of ERVs in the chicken genome would result in
one integration per 2 � 106 bp. As illustrated in Fig. 5A, we un-
covered five different clusters on chromosome 1 of the chicken
and three clusters on chromosome 2. We found a centromeric
integration cluster on both chromosomes 1 and 2 with 12 and 8
different endogenous proviral integrations, respectively (Fig. 5A).
The largest cluster outside the centromere had seven endogenous
proviruses in a region of 2 � 106 bp. There was very little correla-
tion observed between the members of a cluster and specific gen-
era or the age of the proviruses (data not shown), suggesting that
they did not arise by duplication. In general, clusters were found in
gene-poor regions of the genome (data not shown). About 40% of
the chicken ERVs were found in clusters.

Analysis of the zebra finch genome led to similar conclusions.
However, there are many more clusters in the zebra finch genome
than in the chicken genome, in part because of the larger number
of ERVs identified in the zebra finch. We identified 7 clusters on
chromosome 1 (data not shown) and 11 clusters on chromosome
2 (Fig. 5B). One of the clusters on chromosome 2 had 40 integra-
tions within 5 � 106 bp, which is significantly higher than random
(1 integration in 106 bp). Although the centromeres of the zebra
finch have not been mapped, it is possible that one of the clusters
represents the centromere of this chromosome, by analogy to the
chicken.

Transcription of ERVs in CEFs and in vivo in chickens. Since
many of these endogenous proviruses seem to have reasonably
intact LTRs and downstream ORFs with relatively few stop codons
(data not shown), we wondered if they were expressed. We con-
ducted mRNA-seq analysis to determine if specific proviruses
were transcribed. We performed this analysis using chicken em-

bryo fibroblasts (CEFs). Total poly(A)�

mRNA was isolated from CEFs, and an
Illumina high-throughput sequencing li-
brary was prepared. The sequence reads
were aligned with the chicken genome in-
dex using the short-read alignment pro-
gram Bowtie (32). The alignment output
was then parsed to yield reads that
mapped only to locations identified to be
endogenous proviruses. We defined an
alignment as correct if it was a unique
alignment with respect to the entire ge-
nome and had fewer than two mis-
matches with the aligned sequence. Using
these parameters ensured that a given
provirus-related sequence read would be
mapped to only one provirus. This
yielded a total of 34,564 mRNA-seq reads
uniquely aligning with the endogenous
proviruses identified in this study. Of the
492 endogenous proviruses, 118 had at
least 10 mRNA-seq reads mapping to a
predicted proviral chain (Fig. 6A). There

was wide variation in expression levels, with a few ERVs having
1,000 or more mRNA-seq reads.

FIG 5 Clustering of endogenous proviruses in the chicken and zebra finch genomes. The positions of
endogenous proviruses on chromosomes (Chr) 1, 2, and 3 of the chicken (A) and chromosome 2 of the
zebra finch (B) were plotted. The gray circles indicate the centromeres of the chromosome. The red and
black arrows indicate the direction of integration of each endogenous provirus.

FIG 6 Expression of endogenous proviral chains in CEFs and various chicken
tissues. (A) mRNA-seq reads were uniquely aligned with the genome. The
mRNA-seq reads mapping to any given endogenous proviral chain were
counted and plotted on a log scale. The x axis represents unique endogenous
proviruses identified by ReTe, with increasing scores from left to right. (B)
RNA-seq data from various chicken tissues (33) were aligned using TopHat
(47), and transcripts were constructed using Cufflinks (48). Transcripts that
overlap ERV coordinates were extracted, and the number of fragments per
kilobase per million (FPKM) was plotted against ERV chains. On the x axis,
from left to right, are unique ERV chains with increasing ReTe chain scores.
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In order to verify that these proviruses were indeed being tran-
scribed in the chicken and not just in cell culture, we analyzed
publicly available chicken mRNA-seq data (33) for the expression
of these proviruses in various chicken tissues (Fig. 6B). Approxi-
mately 50 of these ERVs were expressed in many tissues, and some
of them appeared to be expressed in a tissue-specific manner
(Fig. 6B).

Many chicken ERVs are translated. We next investigated
whether the endogenous proviruses were just transcribed or if
they could also be translated to produce protein products. Using
ribosome footprinting followed by high-throughput sequencing
(34), we analyzed the presence of ribosomes on the transcripts
generated from proviruses as an alternative way of studying trans-
lation. We analyzed ribosome footprints of proviruses in CEFs
from two unrelated samples (data not shown). Sequence reads
from both samples were aligned with Bowtie (32), using parame-
ters described in Materials and Methods. Since endogenous pro-
viral chains contain repetitive sequences, only unique alignments
with the genome and proviruses were considered for the analysis.
In fact, 118 of these endogenous proviruses were translated in
both of these data sets. Most of these were translated to similar
levels in both of the data sets, as indicated by a Spearman rank
correlation of 0.96 (data not shown).

Next we compared the distribution of ribosome footprints
across the provirus to ReTe-predicted domains, including the
LTR, gag, pro, pol, and env domains. Most of the ribosome foot-
prints across all of the translated proviral chains were in the gag
ORF (Fig. 7A). These predicted gag ORFs are smaller than those of
exogenous viruses, suggesting that the translation of these ERVs
would result in truncated Gag proteins or small peptides. There

were also a few instances of ribosome
footprints observed in the env ORF (data
not shown). Although the ribosome foot-
prints are predominantly in the gag ORF,
the mRNA-seq reads are more evenly dis-
tributed across the proviral chains, sug-
gesting that gag is preferentially trans-
lated (Fig. 7A). Similar studies of the
exogenous Rous sarcoma virus also
showed a large number of footprints in
gag and a low number in pol (K. Beemon
and N. Ingolia, unpublished results).

In order to determine whether trans-
lation of the endogenous proviruses was
significant, we compared the transla-
tional efficiency of annotated genes in the
chicken genome with that of ERVs.
Translational efficiency is defined as the
ratio of the number of ribosome foot-
prints to the number of RNA-seq reads
for any given gene. The median transla-
tional efficiency of these endogenous pro-
viruses was 0.8, and most ranged from 0.1
to 10.0 (Fig. 7B). In comparison, the me-
dian translational efficiency of cellular in-
ternal protein coding exons was around
5.0, that of 5= UTRs was around 0.1, and
that of 3= UTRs was 0.01. As a point of
comparison, the chicken actin gene had a
translational efficiency of 4.5 in this ex-

periment, while the glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
gene had a translational efficiency of 8.1. This suggests that the
translation of these endogenous proviral chains, although most
levels were lower than those of housekeeping genes, was indeed
significant and not a result of low-level nonspecific translation.

Furthermore, the majority of the proviruses that are tran-
scribed and translated have a relatively low LTR divergence, indi-
cating that these expressed proviruses are relatively recent integra-
tions (Fig. 7C and D). Mutations in the gag AUG initiation codon
could result in decreased ribosomal loading efficiency at alterna-
tive initiation sites. Further, mutations generating premature ter-
mination codons in gag in translated viral RNAs would likely re-
sult in partial RNA degradation by nonsense-mediated mRNA
decay (35).

DISCUSSION

Analysis of ERVs in the three avian genomes suggests that birds
were a melting pot for ERVs hundreds of millions of years ago. The
most conspicuous events (gain or loss of taxonomic markers and
emergence of the Alpharetrovirus genus) were confined to the
beta-like lineage. Early studies of chicken ERVs observed only
alpharetroviruses, including RAV-0, related to current exogenous
avian viruses (8, 21). In contrast, in this study based on complete
genome sequences, we observed ERVs in the three bird genomes
that belonged to the same major groups as those of mammals,
including the gamma-, beta-, and spuma-like groups. However,
most of the avian ERVs were distinct from those of nonavian
hosts, probably reflecting a separate evolutionary history. Recom-
binants between different groups were also observed. The zebra

FIG 7 Many ERVs in the chicken genome are transcribed and translated. (A) Most of the ribosome
footprints of an endogenous proviral chain are distributed in the predicted gag ORF. Ribosome foot-
prints and the corresponding mRNA-seq reads from one experiment are plotted with respect to the
predicted proviral chain. ReTe-predicted retroviral features of the proviral chain are shown below. (B)
Translational efficiency (ribosome footprints/mRNA-seq reads) of all translated endogenous proviral
chains was plotted against normalized mRNA expression from the same data set. The LTR divergence
calculated by ReTe is plotted against the number of ribosome footprints (C) or mRNA-seq reads (D) for
each proviral chain.
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finch betaretroviruses were the most like those of other verte-
brates.

Importantly, we found that the avian ERVs could be grouped
into six clades and five subclades. ERVs in the betaretrovirus
group did not have all of the taxonomic markers of existing mam-
malian betaretroviruses but had one or more beta-like features,
suggesting a trial-and-error process of acquisition of beta markers
during evolution. This independent segregation of betaretroviral
features was most obvious in clade avibeta1. We suggest that some
features of archaic betaretroviruses are reflected in the fluctuating
use of frameshift strategies, the number of nucleocapsid zinc fin-
gers, and the presence or absence of dUTPase (and the absence of
Gpatch) in the protease reading frame. These features have not
been recorded in extant nonavian betaretroviruses. A retrovirus
which emerges close to the betaretroviral root, like the python
retrovirus, uses �1, �1 frameshifts and has two zinc fingers and
no dUTPase.

Further, a gradual evolutionary transition was inferred, from
betaretroviruses to intermediate alphabetaretroviruses in all three
birds and finally to alpharetroviruses only in chickens and turkeys.
This differs somewhat from previous analyses (36), where a suc-
cession from alpha to alphabeta to beta was presented. However,
the present data set is larger than the one used in that study, and its
phylogenetic inference result is more logical than the previous
one. Most current exogenous avian viruses (avian leukosis viruses
[ALVs]) are in the Alpharetrovirus genus. Endogenous alpharet-
roviruses have been reported earlier only in galliform birds, in-
cluding chickens (Gallus gallus) (21, 37, 38) and grouse (Bonasa
umbellus) (39, 40). We report here that the turkey contains al-
pharetroviral proviruses while the zebra finch does not (Table 1;
see Table S1 in the supplemental material). However, the genus
vector indicated a low but persistent alpharetroviral similarity in
the avibeta2 clade, which occurs in the zebra finch (see Fig. S2 in
the supplemental material). It is likely that some avian betaretro-
viruses started to evolve toward alpharetroviruses more than 100
million years ago.

The number of ERVs identified in the chicken and turkey ge-
nomes was lower than that found in most other vertebrates (19).
ReTe is based mostly on mammalian retroviruses; thus, a slight
bias toward the detection of mammalian retroviruses can be ex-
pected. However, the avian alpha-, beta-, and gamma-like se-
quences described here got high ReTe scores. The turkey genome
had 1/20 of the ERV content of the human genome. Although the
avian genomes are about one-third the size of the human genome,
the difference is still dramatic. Thus, the two galliform birds both
had a light “ERV burden.” In contrast, the zebra finch had a num-
ber of ERVs similar to those of humans when adjusted for genome
size. It will be interesting to determine why these birds vary so
much in ERV composition. Some vertebrates seem to efficiently
remove repetitive elements by illegitimate recombination (41).
Alternatively, they may efficiently restrict the replication of certain
retroviruses by other, unknown, mechanisms.

Analysis of retroviral integrations also gives insight into the
evolution of the host genome, since ERV integrations can alter
host gene expression. Therefore, most endogenous retroviral in-
tegrations are thought to be subject to negative selection. How-
ever, we found a nearly random number of ERVs in chicken tran-
scription units, with 62% of these in introns. It is interesting that
77% of these intronic integrations were in the sense reading frame,
suggesting that they might alter gene expression through the in-

sertion of promoters or splicing or polyadenylation sites. In con-
trast, an earlier study by Bushman and colleagues (42), which
analyzed mainly free retroviral LTRs in the chicken genome,
found negative selection within genes and especially in the sense
orientation. We did see a significant enrichment of chicken ERVs
greater than 100 kb from any mapped transcription unit, where
they probably do not influence gene expression.

Endogenous proviral clusters in the genome suggest “dead
spots” that do not interfere with host gene expression, although it
is possible that they are transcribed (43). Proviruses have accumu-
lated in these regions over many millions of years, suggesting that
there might be no negative selection against these integrations.
Alternatively, these ERV-rich clusters might undergo positive se-
lection, perhaps because they play a role in generating genetic
diversity by promoting recombination. Another possible function
could be during cell division; these clusters might be loading
points for cohesin or other factors involved in proper chromo-
some segregation (44).

Surprisingly, we found that many avian ERVs are transcribed
and translated, both in CEFs in culture and in many chicken tis-
sues in vivo. Further, some of these ERVs are expressed in a tissue-
specific fashion. In the future, it will be interesting to study the
role, if any, of these ERV RNAs and proteins.

We conclude that avian retroviral evolution differs from that of
other vertebrates. Retroviral classes I, II, and III may have been
present at the outset of reptile and dinosaur evolution 200 to 300
million years ago. Avian retroviruses seem to have evolved rather
independently from the rest of the retroviruses over the last 150
million years, in rare instances complicated by horizontal inter-
change with nonavian phyla. Taxonomic markers, which segre-
gate together in mammalian retroviruses, do not segregate as
clearly in bird retroviruses. It is possible that the selective pressure
on retroviral features was more specific in mammals than in birds.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Identification and classification of avian ERVs. Three avian genomes
(red jungle fowl, the ancestor of the domestic chicken, galGal3.0 [10];
zebra finch, taeGut1.0 [12]; and turkey, melGal1.0 [11]; downloaded
from the UCSC Genome Browser) were examined for endogenous retro-
viral sequences using ReTe version 1.01 (19) with default settings and a
proviral chain score cutoff of 300. Class III ERVs are not completely cov-
ered by ReTe, and this may lead to an underreporting of such sequences
(19). To enable an overview of the 1,863 retroviral sequences integrated
into the three host genomes, a first reduction of complexity was carried
out by clustering into groups of high similarity. A custom algorithm was
used to cluster proviruses according to concatenated Gag, Pro, and Pol
sequences (as reconstructed by ReTe) at the level of a BLASTP score of
2,100 or higher (Blomberg, unpublished). The resulting clusters were at
least 90% identical in this chimeric amino acid sequence. The highest-
scoring member of a cluster was used as the source of sequence for phy-
logenetic inference.

MEGA version 5.05 (45) was used for phylogenetic inference. Trees
were based on the polymerase amino acid sequence, and bootstrap anal-
ysis was carried out with 500 replicates. The tree in Fig. 1 is a manual
simplification of the tree in Fig. S1 in the supplemental material, resulting
from alignment of Pol sequences from relatively intact (score of �1,000)
or especially prevalent proviruses (the most-intact member of a cluster of
�10). Besides the preliminary genus classification inherent to ReTe,
which builds on conserved motifs of reference retroviruses, a classification
pipeline using data from ReTe was constructed in Visual FoxPro. It was
built on the additional features (i) frameshift strategy, (ii) number of zinc
fingers in Gag, (iii) presence of Gpatch (beta property), (iv) dUTPase in
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Pro (beta), and (v) GPY/F domain in integrase plus the most similar
reference genome detected by ReTe. A final classification of the whole
1,863 proviruses was made by BLASTing in successive steps. First the
whole proviral DNA was searched with BLASTN using proviral DNA
consensus sequences and a cutoff score of 1,000. Next, the predicted Gag,
Pro, and Pol proteins were concatenated and searched against concate-
nated consensus sequences with BLASTP and a cutoff score of 800. Fi-
nally, the envelopes were classified using BLASTP and a cutoff score of
200. The consensus sequences for all of the clades and subclades may be
found at http://www.bio.jhu.edu/Faculty/Beemon/.

Classifying integrations with respect to transcription units. The
RefSeq and all mRNA databases for the galGal3.0 genome were down-
loaded from the UCSC Genome Browser. A transcription unit was defined
as a RefSeq gene or an mRNA expressed from a given locus. We then
downloaded the coordinates of all miRNAs from miRBASE (46). These
three databases were used to create a database of all of the transcripts in the
genome, and all redundant entries were removed. The coordinates of all
BLAT alignments were then compared with the transcript database to
identify the distance of the endogenous proviral chain from the nearest
transcription unit. A similar analysis was conducted using the taeGut
(zebra finch) genome.

Simulation of random integrations. Ten million random integra-
tions were simulated using a random-number generator. Each number
corresponded to a chromosome and a coordinate in the chromosome.
The simulations were mapped with respect to transcription units similar
to endogenous proviral chains. The probability that the endogenous pro-
viral chains were different from the simulation was calculated using the
�2 test. A cluster was defined when more than five endogenous proviral
integrations mapped within 106 bp of one another. A random distribution
of the 500 chicken proviral integrations would yield 1 provirus every 2 �
106 bp.

Library preparation of RNA for mRNA-seq analysis and ribosome
footprinting analysis. Poly(A)� mRNA was purified from CEFs using
magnetic oligo(dT) beads (NEB) after heating for 2 min at 80°C. Ribo-
some footprints were prepared from CEFs as previously described (34).
Libraries were prepared for sequencing on the Illumina Hi-Seq 2000.

Analysis of mRNA-seq and ribosome footprinting data. Data gener-
ated from the sequencing libraries were aligned with the chicken genome
index of Bowtie (32) (galGal3.0, UCSC index) using TopHat with default
parameters (47). Custom python scripts were used to identify reads that
mapped to internal exons, 5= UTRs, 3= UTRs, and endogenous viruses.
Only unique alignments were used to calculate translational efficiency and
coverage of endogenous proviruses.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material for this article may be found at http://mbio.asm.org
/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1128/mBio.00344-12/-/DCSupplemental.

Figure S1, TIF file, 2.4 MB.
Figure S2, TIF file, 0.8 MB.
Figure S3, TIF file, 1.9 MB.
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Figure S5, TIF file, 2.9 MB.
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